Introduction
An Orlicz function ~0 is a real-valued function defined as [0, ~o) satisfying the condition (a) ~0 is non-decreasing (b) (p(0)=0 and ~o is continuous at 0 and (c) (o is not identically zero. In addition ~o satisfies the A2-condition at ~o provided for some C and x As usual in L~ we identify two functions which differ only on a set of v-measure zero. L~ is then an F-space (complete metrizable topological vector space) if we take for a base of neighborhoods of O the sets B(e; r) (e>O, r>O) where fEB (8, If 9 satisfies the condition 9 ( x ) > 0 if and only if x > 0 then we need not insist that f n~0 in v-measure here and the sets B(~; 1) form a base for the topology. In fact it is always possible to replace 9 by an equivalent function $ (so that L, = L , ) with this property.
In this paper we wish to consider the special case when L , becomes an algebra (under pointwise multiplication); in this case we shall say that L~ is an Orlicz algebra.
If S is not a finite union of v-atoms then it is not difficult to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for this to occur is that for some (7, X (1.0. 3) 9(x 2) <= Cq)(x) x ~X or equivalently, for some C (1.0.4) 9(x 2) ~ C(cp(x)+l) 0 <= x < ,~.
Two typical examples are given by (p (x)=x(1 + x ) -i (corresponding to the algebra L0 of all v-measurable functions) and p ( x ) = l o g + x. It is easy to see that under condition (1.0.3) Le is an F-algebra, (i.e. multiplication is jointly continuous) and possesses an identity. Let us observe at this point that (1.0.3) implies the existence of some p > 0 and A<oo such that (1.0. 5) 9
(x*) <-A(tP+l)(~p(x)+i) t >= O, x >-0
and hence that for some A, B < 1.0.6) 9(x) <= A + a ( l o g + x) p x -> 0.
From (1.0.6) we can see that L , is in general non-locally convex. There has been very little study of Orlicz algebras. The special case of L0 has been studied by Bunger [2] , Peck [7] and Williamson [15] .
Our aim in this paper is to study closed subalgebras (containing the identity) of an Orlicz algebra L,. If we take X0 to be a sub-~-algebra of 2 then Lo(S, So, v) is an example of a subalgebra of L,; we shall call such subalgebras elementary.
We can now state the basic problems of this paper; for this suppose (S, 2;, v) has no atoms.
Problem 1. For which OrBez functions 9 is it true that every closed subalgebra of L~(S, Z, v) is elementary?

Problem 2. For which Orliez functions 9 is it true that every closed self-adjoint subalgebra of L,(S, ~, v) is elementary?
Here a subalgebra A is self-adjoint if fEA implies lEA. Problem 2 is in fact equivalent for Problem 1 for the real Orlicz space L , .
The answers to these problems do not depend on the measure space S, and one may take S=(0, 1) with Lebesgue measure on the Borel sets. In fact we may reduce the problem to considering whether the sub-algebra generated by a single element f of L , is always elementary. This in turn depends only on the distribution of f, and enables us to restate Problem 1 and 2.
To do this we denote the polynomials on C by ~. If ~ is a finite Borel measure on C then ~cLq,(p) provided Let us mention two examples. If we take O(x)=log+ x and take for # normalized Haar measure on the unit circle F c C then A~,(p) can be identified with the Hardy algebra N + (el. [11] ) of all functions analytic unit disc A of bounded characteristic and satisfying (where f (e ~~ are the boundary values of f on F). This space has been extensively studied by Roberts and Stoll [9] ) and Yanagihara [16] , [17] . Thus if O(x)=log+ x, L~(S) possesses non-elementary subalgebras (clearly N + r since it has continuous linear functional@
On the other hand if we take O(X)=X/(1 +x) the same construction only leads to Ae(#)=L0(#) (as was shown to the author by Joel Shapiro). In fact a reasonably simple argument using Runge's theorem shows that Lo(S ) has no non-elementary closed sub-algebras. Williamson [15] shows that L00, 1) has a dense subalgebra which is a field. Let us now say that a closed subset E of C is y-elementary if whenever # is a finite Borel measure supported on E, satisfying (1.0.7), we have Ae(/~)=Le(g ). We can now ask the broader question Problem 3. For a given set E characterize those O such that E is y-elementary.
In this paper we investigate four special cases including E = C and E = R which correspond to Problems 1' and 2'.
Our main results are as follows.
( (4) E = C . Again (1.0.t0) is sufficient for C to be not p-elementary; we also show that if for some C, X < oo
Then C is p-elementary (and so, of course, every closed subalgebra of Lq,(S) is elementary). These results are given in Sections 3, 4 and 5 with applications to Orlicz algebras in Section 6. In Section 2 we develop some general results on A~(tt) and introduce the notion of an analytic algebra. We hope to continue the study of A,(p) in a later paper.
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Subalgebras of Orlicz algebras
Suppose L~ (S, ~, v) is an Orlicz algebra and that A is a closed subalgebra of L~ containing 1. Then as we have seen in the introduction we call A elementary if for some sub-a-algebra X0 of Z we have A=L~, (S, Zo, v) . In addition we shall call A analytic if dim A > l and A has the property that if pEA and p2=p then either p = 0 or p = 1. Of course A cannot be both elementary and analytic. We define the spectrum of A~, Spec A~ to be the set of ).EC such that for some (unique) continuous multiplicative linear functional OEA~ we have so that if fE
The following proposition is easy and we omit the proof. since the inner integral is bounded independent of zEC. Hence for almost every t, 0 < t < r we have both that Ct is of measure 0 and Proof. We shall denote by ~0 the set of all Borel subsets of C with lsEA~(#).
Then ~0 is a sub-a-algebra of ~ and contains all p-null sets, and clearly L,(g0; #)c~@). Let us call a subset E of Spec A~, equicontinuous if the evaluations f~f (2) are equicontinuous for 2EE; of course Spec Ae is an increasing union of equicontinuous sets, and equicontinuous sets are necessarily bounded.
If fEA~, then there is a sequence g,E 9 ~ such that g ,~f in A~ and pointwise p-a.e. Hence if for 2ESpec A~ we denote by 0a the corresponding multiplicative linear functional on A~, we have
Hence by choosing a representative suitably from the equivalence class of f we may suppose
We shall make this assumption in the future.
It now follows that each fEA~, is a uniform limit of polynomials on equicontinuous subsets of Spec A~, and is hence continuous on such sets. If for all r > 0 l o = 1 , then #{2}=p(C) and so dimA~,=l contradicting the analyticity of Ar Thus for some r>0, 1~= 0 i.e. p(D~)=0 and 2r 4.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose A~,~) is analytic and E c S p e c A~, is closed equieontinuous set. Then A~,(#)~A~(pIC~E) and so A~(#[C\E) is also analytic.
Proof. We suppose 9 ( x ) > 0 for x>0. Then there exists ~>0 such that if f c q~(Ifl) dp < (2.5.1) sup tf(z)l <-1.
z E E
We shall show that on ~, A~(p) and A~(plC\E) induce the same topology.
Suppose, on the contrary, that the A~(p I C \ E ) topology is weaker. Then there is a sequence f.E ~ such that (2.5.2) ~o (If, I) dp -~ 0 but (2.5.3) f_~0(lf, I) dp = where 0<5<=e. It may further be supposed that if ~ is any F-norm on A~( # ] C \ E ) inducing the topology that ~ (f,)<=2-".
It will be enough to show f,(z)-~O for any zEE. contained in L=0t). Hence A is also closed in L2(/~) and by a theorem of Grothendieck [4] , dim A<oo. We shall show that dim A = l and A=A~ thus reaching a contradiction. Suppose HEA; then H"EA for all n and so H satisfies some polynomial equation. Let p be the polynomial of minimal degree such that p (H) = 0. Then if p has two non-trivial co-prime factors Pl and P2 we can find polynomials vl and vz such that
vl(z)pl(Z)WV2(z)p2(z ) =-1
and so Thus fl is bounded above on any null sequence and is continuous and we have reached our contradiction. 
= v~ (H) Pl (H) + v~ (H) P2 (H).
Also vl(H)p~(H) and v2(H)p2(H ) are idempotents so that we may suppose v~(H)p~(H)=l and v2(H)p2(H)=O. Then p2(H)=vl(H)p~(H)p2(H)=O
) If H ( x ) = j o G ( t ) d t , then
Proof. Define where ~( f l -2 ) > l . Then
F(x) = exp ( -x -' ) x : -0 F ' ( x ) = ~x -C1+~ F ( x ) F" (x) = ~x-(2+')F(x)(o~x -~-(~+ 1)).
Choose 6 > 0 so that F'(6)<~-and F " ( x ) > 0 for 0 < x < 6 . a .~0 so that F'(a.) = 2-"F'(6) n = 1, 2, 3 .... 
H( ) F( ) -g F(x) <= x <= x
for a n ~ X < an_ 1 O~x~a O~x N 6 . 
S:I( G(x) ]2(log H(x).)
Also H(x) log <_--4~x -(l+=)+=e <= 4ex = ~0 as x~0 . 
f . F(z) d~ (z) = ~ [
Then # is supported on a countable union of circles and hence supp p=D satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
Also define v on z] by
L F(z)dv(z): ~ fjf:'F((i-r>ei~ dG(r).
We shall first consider Alog ( 
--fB O~ log+ If.(z)l)acl~(z) --,-o.
n Thus we have a contradiction and so AcSpecAo(#), and Ae(#) is nonelementary. Theorem 
Let ~o(x)=log+ log+ x. Then A is ~o-elementary.
Proof It suffices to show that Ao (a) is not analytic where a is planar measure 1 z~ is then equicontinuous we may consider Ao (~r}C\~-z~) on A. Indeed since ~-i.e. planar measure in the annulus ~I z l < = l , D say.
Therefore suppose A e (~q C \~ zi) is analytic. We start from an example of Polya and Szego ( [8] pp. 115--116); cf. Hayman [5] p. 81). There is an entire function E such that for some constant M0 we have
otherwise.
Let M~>---Mo be chosen so that
For any nCN and 0 < -0 < 2 n we define
f.,o (z) = 1 E(ei o E(nz)).
First observe that for any choice of 0., the sequence f., o. 
expIexp(n(l+tiy)) ] =exp(e-~ncosny)
Hence there is a constant C independent of y and n so that Remarks. The author has been unable to decide whether A is go-elementary go (x) = (log+ log+ x) a with l<fl<=2. Since we are dealing with a bounded set we may deduce that if go grows faster than (log+ log+ x) a for fl>2, then z] is not go-elementary (e.g. go(x)=(log+ x) v where 0 < p <~) ; equally if go grows slower than log+ log+ x then A is go-elementary.
Measures supported on unbounded sets
Suppose q~ is an Orlicz function satisfying (1,0.3). Suppose also that # is a finite positive measure supported on R+ whose support is unbounded and such that (4.0.1) f q~ (x) d# (x) < ~o.
Then we define A,p (#) to be the space of entire functions f such that and hence, bearing in mind that go need not be continuous,
-+0 as n-~:o.
Thus M ( f -f , ; r)-+O in L,,(p) and we see fEA~,~).
We can now give our first result which is a criterion for C to be go-elementary. 
Then C is go-elementary.
Proof. We shall suppose on the contrary that C supports a measure # so that (1 9 holds aad A .~) is analytic 9 From Corollary 2.6 we may suppose # is rotation invariant so that dO dl* = dr (r) for some measure v supported on R+. Since go(x)=O (log+ log+ x) it is clear that # has unbounded support; otherwise z1 would not be go-elementary. Hence v has unbounded support.
We use the same function E as in Theorem 3.4. We claim that for any hEN, where B' is again independent of r and n. Thus
fs ~o(llE.(reiO)l)dO~_ B'C2q~(nr) B" l+nr
The right-hand side is uniformly bounded in r and tends to 0 pointwise. We conclude The only examples where we know where C is not p-elementary have the property that R is also not ~o-elementary. We now proceed to study this case. Proof. If for any n we have Then # has bounded support and by the Stone--Weierstrass Theorem ga is dense in C (supp #) and hence A~o(p ) is elementary. Otherwise we may suppose that for some sequence nk-+ oo
Now for 0<_-e<=l consider ( i~x)"k -~ ) Sk (x) = e"X--( l + ictx + ~ + " " " q-(--~--~--i~. ) "
By applying Taylor's theorem to the real and imaginary parts of Sk separately we see Hence fEA~,~) and A,(/0=Le@). Our next result shows how to construct analytic algebras in R and is a partial converse to the preceding proposition. 
Then A~,~) is analytic.
Proof. We shall show that A, (p)= A, (#) and this will show that A, (p) consists of functions which are entire and hence Ar is analytic.
Step 1 If it is strictly stronger then we may find a sequence f,E ~ such that f~0 in A~, f~ is bounded away from 0 in A~ and I I f . l l~l where ~=1/15.
Step 4. Since ][f.
[[,~_l, the set {f.} is relatively compact in g a n d has a cluster point g. We show that g = 0 . Indeed for some subsequence f,k~g pointwise. Since f . ---0 is #-measure we have g ( x ) = 0 for l~_x< ~o. Since g is entire g = 0 . We deduce that f,-~0 in ~ and hence that llf.ll~ -~ 0.
Step 5. We may pass to a subsequence (still labelled f.) such that IILII~ -~ 2 -" and ~' e . f . converges in L~(#) for every choice of s.=_+l.
Step 6. Let 8,=:t:l be given. Then h---~7=1 s . f . exists in ~' and Ilhll~<=l.
The series also converges in #-measure to a function in L~ (#), which we may take to be h (by selection of representative in the equivalence class).
Step 7. We show hEA.(#). Let E be the subset of (1, co) such that E = {x: loglh(x)l > cos (5~c0 logM(h; x)}. 
f2-xq~ t)) w(t)t dt ~= ~ :;~ +'(q~ l) w(t)t dt
so by summing we deduce hCA~.
Step 8. Thus ~, f~ converges pointwise in A~(/O for every e , = i l . Since
Ae is a separable F-space we may apply the Orlicz--Pettis Theorem ( [3] , [6] ) to deduce that 2;f~ converges in Ae(p) and hence f~0 which produces the desired contradiction. 
Let # be the distribution of x 2. Then (ii) follows for p, since clearly it is impossible that the integral should vanish for any n, as/~ has unbounded support. Although Theorem 4.5 gives a necessary and sufficient criterion for R to be q0-elementary, it does not appear easy to convert this to a purely analytic condition on ~o. We do however give some c6nditions which are either necessary or sufficient. Proof. The hypotheses ensure that ~o(xt)/q~(x) is a decreasing function of t for x > e e. Indeed q~ (x") = ~ (log log x +log n) and since log ~ is also concave we have that log ~0(x")-log ~0 (x) decreases with x" If v is chosen to satisfy (iii), let F(x)=v [x, oo) . Then for e e < T <~ and 5>0 we have for all t ~ T. f [ dp (x) p(eO
P r o o f Note first that the integral can only diverge at a = s u p (s: 9 ( s ) = 0 ) , then f dp(x) = dp(x) p(e x) " , p ( e 0 and p (e") > 0.
We can define a Borel measure O on [a, ~o) such that
Q is then finite with total mass p (ca) -1. NOW define v so that Examples. The functiorL e(x)=log+...log+ x with m-iterates of log+ satisfies (4.9.1) for any finite m and hence R is not e-elementary. On the other hand the function e ( x ) = m where m is the least integer such that log+.:.log+x<=l for m-iterates of log+, is art example of an unbounded function such that C is e-elementary, by Theorem 4.2. Proof. As for Theorem 5.1. Our final result observes that a closed subalgebra A with identity of an Orlicz algebra cannot be a field. In this context, we point out that Williamson [15] showed that L0(0 , 1) has a dense subalgebra which is a field and Waelbroeck [14] has given an example of an F-algebra which is a field. See also Turpin [13] . Proof. Suppose fEA and f([ C1. Let B be the closed subalgebra of A generated by all rational functions in f. Then the proof of Proposition 2.2 can be used to show that 1D o fEB for every open disc D in C. Hence 1D e f = 1 or 0 for each such disc. This again implies fEC1 which is a contradiction.
Applications to Orlicz algebras
Concluding remarks
It is possible to develop the study of the spaces A o (#) to a much greater extent than we have attempted here. In particular, we propose to study spaces A~o~) when/t is supported on the real line or is rotation invariant with unbounded support in a subsequent paper. There we shall examine questions relating to the equality A,p (p)= A,0 (#) (if # is supported in R) and also attempts to characterize for given ~o these measures # of which A,p(#) is analytic.
